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Nationalism, Revolutions, and

International Stability

“Union between the monarchsis the basis of the policy which must now be

followed to save society from total ruin.”

—Klemens von Metternich, Political Faith, 1820

Essential Question: How did European states struggle to maintain

international stability in an age of nationalism and

revolution?

The balance ofpower amongcountries in Europe had weakenedin the 1700s,

resulting in devastating wars. Following the defeat of Napoleon in 1815, the

diplomatic gathering known as the Congress of Vienna attempted to restore
that balance. In the Congress,the leaders ofAustria, Great Britain, Prussia, and

Russia met under the leadership of Austria’s Klemens von Metternich and

formed an alliance. The assembled leaders supported conservative ideals of

monarchy rather than constitutional monarchy, hierarchy rather than equality,

and tradition rather than reform.

Revolutions, War, and Reform

Nonetheless, throughout the 1800s, revolutionary movements, nationalistic

leaders, and socialist demands challenged conservatism and the balance of

power. Bythe late 1800s, nationalism and antagonistic alliances heightened

international tensions in Europe directly before World WarI.

Revolutions of 1848

While the beginning of the 19th century saw isolated regional resistance

movements against conservative governments, 1848 featured an outbreak of

revolutions across the continent. These revolutions were spurred by economic
hardship andpolitical discontent and caused a breakdown in the Concert of

Europeestablished by Metternich at the Congress of Vienna.

Revolution Strikes France First When Louis-Philippe became king of

France in 1830, he promisedto rule as a constitutional monarch. Yet, as king,

he blocked manyattempts at expanding voting rights. In response, opposition
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WRITE AS A HISTORIAN: EXPLAIN CAUSES

Oneofthe most basic, and most controversial, skills of a historian is the ability

to identify causation, which includes recognizing both causes and effects.

Historiansclarify causation in many ways:

° distinguishing between the most important, or primary, causes and

effects, and less important, or secondary ones

* distinguishing between short-term and long-term causes and effects

° evaluating therelative historical importance of causes and effects

° using words suchas because, consequently, therefore, and which

Forinstance, one primary cause of the Industrial Revolution in Great Britain

wasthat the region hadnatural resources such as coal mines, iron fields, good

natural harbors for shipping, rivers to use as canals for transportation, and

safety from invasion dueto its being an island nation. A secondary cause was

that these natural resources encouraged the rise of steam-powered factories.

A short-term effect ofthe Industrial Revolution wasthe migration of people off

the farms in search ofjobs. A long-term effect wasthe creation of a new social

class structure composedof a small wealthy class, a growing middle class, and

a large poorand laboring class.

Ineachpair ofsentences, select the one that best expresses historical causation.

1, a. The Industrial Revolution was characterized by factories that used

steam power and were able to mass-produce goods.

b. The Industrial Revolution resulted in numeroussocial transformations.

2. a. A desire to transform society inspired suffrage movements.

b. The women’s suffrage movementbelieved that the fate ofwomen was

tied to the fate of the workingclass.

3. a. Thoughit wasdifficult to enforce, the Education Act made school

attendance mandatory for children up to age 10.

b. Imagesandstories of children working in mines andfactories aroused

people’s sympathies and ledto the passageofprotective legislation.

4. a. Rebelling against the social restrictions of the Cult of Domesticity,

womenlobbied for suffrage.

b. Emmeline Pankhurst, one of the more radical suffragettes, founded the

Women’sSocial and Political Union.

5. a. Miserable conditions in factories led to the creation of unions and

protests for better wages, working hours, and safety conditions.

b. Union membership rose from around 100,000 in the 1850s to about a

million people by the 1870s.
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UPRISINGSIN 1848-1849
 

  RUSSTAN EMPIRE

  

 

ATLANTIC

PORTUGAL! SPAIN /    
leaders organized andbegan demanding a moreliberal government. Atthe same
time, Paris experienced a bread shortage.Initially, workers, students, and the
unemployedrallied together, built barricades, and protested the conservative
king. After the military openedfire and killed 50 citizens, Parisians took to
thestreets, building more than 1,500 barricades. Louis-Philippe abdicated the
throne, and the provisional governmentdeclared a republic in France. The
French Republic quickly passed lawscreating a property tax, ending the death
penalty, and allowing for freedom ofthe press.

While French citizens were excited to create a new government, the
revolutionfailed becauseofclass division. The working class became concerned
the middle class was ignoring their demandsfor national workshopsacrossthe
country, which provided work for the unemployed. In the summer elections,
mostly middle-class professionals were elected to the National Assembly, and
these men closed the national workshops. About 10,000 workers took to the
streets andrioted.

While the Army and National Guard defeated the workers, the National
Assembly voted Louis-Napoleon, the nephew of Napoleon, president of
France—a vote favoring order rather than liberty. In 1852, Louis-Napoleon
declared himself Emperor Napoleon III and reestablished an authoritarian
governmentin France.
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Revolution in the German States Inspired in part by the 1848 uprising

in France, demonstrators in Prussia and the German states begancalling for

civil liberties and constitutional reforms. The demonstrations spread to Berlin,

where Frederick William IV used force to respond. By the middle of March,

hundreds were dead. However, the king promised to create a constitutional

monarchy. At the Frankfurt Assembly, delegates from each German state were

sent to create a constitution and to unify the German states. The process in

Frankfurt was slow, as the delegates discussed what groups to include in this

new German state. Meanwhile, in Berlin, the monarchy regained control, and

the king crushed the remaining protesters, refusing to accept the Frankfurt

Constitution.

Revolution in Conservative Austria Austria also experienced rebellion

in the summerof 1848. Austria’s governmentstruggled to maintain control of

its multi-ethnic empire, as nationalities such as Hungarians, Poles, Czechs,

and Serbs soughtself-rule. In addition, students in Vienna demanded a more

liberal government and beganriotingin the streets. As a result, Metternich, the

architect of the Congress of Vienna, resigned from office. His resignation led

to further revolts:

° In Hungary, the dominantethnic group, known as the Magyars,

demanded autonomy underthe leadership of Louis Kossuth.

In Prague, Czechs also demandedself-rule.

» Italians fought to be part ofthe Italian Confederation in Northern Italy.

Austria’s Habsburg monarchy, with Russian help, subdued the Magyarrevolt,

put down the Czech demands, andinstalled a conservative monarchy under

Francis Joseph (reigned 1848-1916).

 

   E FRE
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The revolutions of 1848 drove Metternich from office after almost 40 years as one of

Europe’s mostinfluential diplomats, His opposition to liberalism and nationalism first

broughthimsuccess but then undercut his power.
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Short-Term Results In the mid-19th century, the results of uprisings of

1848 and 1849 looked like a failure. The movements scattered throughout
Europe did not share a clear ideology. They were not coordinated with each
other. They did not have strong military backing. They were divided by
ethnicity. The rebels never kept power for long.

In addition, most governments reacted by becoming more conservative.
For example, in Russia, Tsar Nicholas I expandedthe use ofsecret police.
He hopedto uncover and crush any further attempts at rebellions before they
started. In France, the governmentbannedthe writing of novelists, anarchists,
and others considered dangerous.

In response to the harsher governmentpolicies, many people who were
sympathetic to the uprisings emigrated. Some went to Great Britain, which
was generally more tolerant of dissenters than most of Europe. Many moved
to the United States. In the United States, German immigrants would later

become important supporters of the Union in the American Civil War.
To some, the failures of 1848 provided more evidencethat republicanism

would not take hold in Europe. The Englishhad tried a republican government

in the 1640s under Oliver Cromwell, and it had ended in terrible civil war.
The French hadalso tried republicanism in the late 18th century, and againit
had resulted in extensive bloodshed.

Long-Term Results The long-term impact of 1848 and 1849is harderto

determine. The reforms advocated in 1848 included such changesas greater
voting rights, more freedom for the press, and more self-rule for ethnic groups
within empires. Eventually, advocates for these goals would be successful.

The Crimean War

While the revolutions of 1848 were mostly unsuccessful in creating political
change across Europe, the uprisings did challenge the status quo and cause
Europeansto question political systemsand the balance ofpowerin Europe.

Causesofthe Crimean War In 1853, the nations ofFrance, Russia, Great
Britain, and the Ottoman Empire met on the Crimean Peninsulato fight the
bloodiest European war between the end of the Napoleonic conflicts in 1815
and the start ofWorld WarI in 1914. The war erupted for two main reasons:

° Religion: The Muslim sultan of the Ottoman Empire had granted extra
privileges in Jerusalem to French Roman Catholics. Leaders ofthe
Russian Orthodox Church wantedthe same privileges but were denied.

* Politics: Emperor NapoleonIII of France and Tsar Nicholas I of Russia
wanted to prove their military strength, and the weakening Ottoman
Empire provided a wayto do so. Great Britain did not support the
expansion of Russian power and sought to maintain a balance ofpower
in Europe.

In October 1853,the sultan ofthe Ottoman Empirerefusedto cedeterritory
to the Russian Empire and declared war. In response, the French andBritish
came to the aid of the Ottoman Empire, hoping to intimidate Russia into
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backing down.Great Britain also opposedthe increasedterritory Russia would

gain if it were victorious, which would affect the balance ofpower. However,

Russia continued to demandland from the Ottoman Empire. In response, the

Ottomans formally started the Crimean War.

Mass Politics and Warfare Over the next 18 months, the Crimean War

resulted in more than a million casualties. Critics attacked it as a useless war

fought by incompetent generals. Compared to previous European wars, the

conflict in Crimea was followed closely and quickly by civilians on the home

front through newspapers. While the London Times provided the most detailed

coverage, other papers also benefited from changesthat broughtin readers:

+ Greater freedom of the press allowed journalists to write more freely.

+ Increased literacy meant that more people could read news of the war.

° The telegraph allowed journalists to get news to the homefront rapidly.

+ The camera allowed people to see photos of battle scenes.

As civilians knew more, governments had to be more sensitive to public

perception and opinion.

Effects of the War The publicity given the Crimean War exposed the

weaknessofthe Ottoman Empire, the growing importanceofmasspolitics, and
the increased importance of military technology. The war also demonstrated

the struggle of Europeanstates to maintain stability in an age of nationalism.

 

FLORENCE NIGHTINGALE IN THE CRIMEA,

The medicalcare provided for woundedsoldiers in the Crimean War by Florence Nightingale and
others reflected the greater opportunities for womenandtheincreasinguse ofscientific knowledge.

Credit: Getty Images
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Popular Nationalism Strengthens the State

A new generation of conservative leaders in France, Italy, and Prussia
recognized the powerofnationalism andusedit to strengthen the state. These
“neo-conservatives”used the cultural nationalism aroused by the Napoleonic
conquest of Europe andtransformedit into a political movement designed
to create unified states. Napoleon III of France manipulated nationalism to
ensure a unified nation, and otherleaders like Otto von Bismarck in Prussia

and Cavourin Italy used nationalism to unify the state.

Napoleon III in France Following the French Revolution of 1848,
the French attempted to establish another republic with a strong executive
branch.In the elections of 1848, Louis-Napoleon, the nephew of Napoleon,
campaigned to “defend religion, property and the family, the eternal bases of
all social order.”

A dark-horse candidate, Louis-Napoleon won almost 75 percent of the
vote. As president, he possessed the powerto declare war, make laws, and sign
treaties. However, the law barred him from runningfor a second term. So, in
1852 he used a direct vote, as his uncle had done, to approve his decision to
crown himself Emperor Napoleon III of France. With his newtitle, he ruled
as an autocrat even as he granted the importance of nationalism and mass
politics.

Creating Modern Paris Under Emperor Napoleon III, civil servant
Georges-Eugéne Haussmann oversaw massive changesin Paris to adapt the
city to the industrial age. Haussmann oversaw projects to widen boulevards,
constructlarger stores, and build a central train depot.

One of the emperor’s purposes in the redesign was to clear spaces by
tearing downthe closely built buildings that made the streets of Paris narrow
and hard to navigate. For many years, protesters had constructed barricades
to block French troops andpolice on the narrowstreets. The wide boulevards
now made it easier to move government forces and to keep protesters from
building effective barricades.

Napoleon III undertook otherprojects that he believed would modernize
France and promoteprosperity:

e building railroads, ports, and canals to stimulate trade

> increasing international trade by opening French markets

> supporting the creation of new banks

* encouraging ship building

° backing the construction of the Suez Canalin Egypt

The emperor’s public projects won him support. They created jobs that
stimulated the economy. Further, since bread prices were low, people who
worked could affordto eat. His political reforms also made him popular. They
looked impressive even if they did not result in true politicalliberty.
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Reform in Eastern Europe

For multi-ethnic empires in Eastern Europe such as Austria and Russia,

nationalism increased tensions. Ethnic groups that dominated a particular

region advocated for self-determination. In addition, conservative leaders in

those states feared liberal and socialist reforms. Nevertheless, the revolutions

of 1848 and the Crimean War caused these nations to recognize the need for a

changeintheir political, economic, or social system in order to compete with

Western Europe.

Austria-Hungary’s Dual Monarchy Followingthe revolutions of 1848,

the Austrian monarchy attempted to suppress Hungarian culture, but withlittle

success. The Ausgleich Compromise of 1867 established the dual monarchy

of Austria-Hungary under Francis Joseph. This dual monarchy recognized

the political power of the Hungarians,the largest ethnic minority in the empire.

Austro-Hungary shared the same ministers for foreign policy, finance,

and defense. However, the dual monarchy provided autonomy for Hungary by

creating twocapitals and twoofficial languages. The status of Hungary was

made more complex bythe diversity in that region. Most people in Hungary

identified as non-Hungarian ethnic groups, such as Ruthenians or Slovaks and

did not speak the Hungarian language.

 

 

 

     

Trait Austria Hungary

Largest Ethnic Germans were the Magyars (Hungarians) were the largest

Group majority of the population group, but not a majority

Capital Vienna, also the main Budapest, though divided into separate

capital of the empire cities of Buda and Pest until 1873

Religion Mostly Roman Catholic Mixture of Catholics and Protestants
 

While the dual monarchy recognized the Hungarians, both the Hungarians and

Austrians continued to neglect the other minority groups. For example, while

Hungarians voted and served in the Parliament, Croatians and Romanians

lacked representation. In addition, Hungarian became an approvedlanguage in

schools, but languages such as Czech and Polish were not permitted.
Byestablishing the dual monarchy, the empire had hopedto stabilize

itself by reconfiguring national unity and recognizing Hungarians as an

official minority group. While the empire lasted into the 20th century, the dual

monarchy would collapse as a result of World WarI, as other ethnic groups

within the Austro-Hungarian Empire sought self-determination.

Russian Reforms Under Alexander II Russia’s failures in the Crimean

War caused the country’s leaders to reflect on how weak their country had

become. While Russia possessed a large empire and army, the sheer size

of its army no longer made it powerful. Russia lacked industrialization and

innovation and so it was becoming weak.
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Russia’s Tsar Alexander II (t. 1855-1881) recognized these problems.
He supported efforts to reform Russia’s social system, infrastructure, and legal

codein order to maintainits role on the international stage. However,aristocrats

stubbornly resisted calls to end serfdom. In 1861, Alexander, as Russia’s

absolute ruler, took action. He issued the Emancipation Manifesto, abolishing

serfdom in Russia. The process for peasants actually obtaining land, however,
was very complicated, with peasants having to remain onthe land until payment

schedules could be established. Most had to make “redemption payments”to the

governmentover a lengthy period oftime to actually receive the land.

MoreLocal and National Reforms To increase autonomyat the local

level, Alexander II created the Zemstvo, elected councils meant to address

local issues. Unfortunately, the Zemstvodid notcreate social equality because

the local nobility manipulated the system to maintain their power.

At the national level, Alexander II implemented independent courts and
demanded equality before the law. In order to modernize, he encouraged and
financed the construction ofthe railroad industry. By 1916, the Trans-Siberian

Railroad stretched from Russia’s western borderin Europetoits eastern borders

in Asia. Alexanderalso set out to modernize the Russian military, introducing

conscription, or a draft, forthe first time in the Russian army.

Despite Alexander’s power, reforms moved slowly. Many peasants were
frustrated, and many working-class peoplefelt that Russia needed moreradical

change. In 1881,a terrorist faction of radicals assassinatedthe tsar.

Russia Attempts Reform Again Following the assassination of
AlexanderII, his son, AlexanderIII (r. 1881-1894), assumedthe throne. While

the new tsar rejected liberal political reforms, he did support industrialization.

Underhis finance minister, Sergei Witte, Russia modernized its economy:

° It passed a protective tariff to assist Russian industry.

> It placed Russia on the gold standard.

> It sped up construction of the Trans-Siberian Railroad.

> It improved education related to commerce and technology.

Witte’s economic reforms brought changes, but most Russians continuedto live

in poverty under an oppressive government. In 1905, Russia lost a war against
Japan, and the defeat ignited the Revolution of 1905. Many Russians wanted a
moreliberal government, in part to compete in the modern age. Tsar Nicholas

II (r. 1894-1917) appointed Witte to frameliberal reforms; Witte crafted the

October Manifesto, which gave Russiansthe right to citizenship, freedom of

speech, and universal suffrage for men. Russia created a representative body,
the Duma, in whichleaders could express their grievances. Nevertheless, the
tsar maintained his power with the right to veto any law, and within a short
time suffrage wasrestricted.

In the Duma, Peter Stolypin, a conservative monarchist, passed agrarian
reform to help the peasants, He wanted to end the open-field system (see
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Chapter 4) and replace it with a system of small landowners, thus creating

a higher standard of living for peasants. Stolypin believed that a prosperous

peasantclass would stabilize Russia and prevent revolution.

Suffrage Expansion in Great Britain

The 1832 Reform Bill expandedthe rights of men to vote slightly. In 1867,
Parliament passed the Second Great Reform Act, extending voting rights to

men in urban areas who did not own property. This gave industrial workers

more political influence. A subsequent act in 1884 removed almost all
restrictions on voting, enabling about 60 percentofall menoverthe age of 21

to cast ballots in local and parliamentary elections.

National Unification Movements

While nationalist movements broke up the Austro-Hungarian and Ottoman

Empires, they brought unification elsewhere. Nationalistic movements among

Italians and among Germansled to the creation of the modern countries of
Italy and Germanyin the 1860s and the 1870s. As unified states, Germany and

Italy emerged as important powers, both in Europe and on the world stage.

Mazzini, Cavour, and Garibaldi Unify Italy

The process ofItalian unification succeeded in the second half of the 19th

century because a handful of leaders overcame foreign opposition and

traditional regional loyalties. For example, Giuseppe Mazzini was an ardent

nationalist who envisionedall ofthe Italian peninsula united into one state. He

faced two majorobstacles to uniting the region:

+ Austria and France controlled severalItalian states, and they opposed

losing their influence.

+ Conservative leaders, particularly Russia’s tsar and Prussia’s king,
feared the creation of any powerful, liberal, republican state.

» The people of the peninsula were divided by culture. Less than 5
percent spoke what is today considered Italian. Most spoke a regional

language, German, or French as their primary language.

Mazzini led several small uprisings, but had little success. His importance was

his inspirarion to later nationalists.

Cavour’s Diplomatic Strategy Camillo Benso, known as Count Cavour,

was from Piedmont, a region in what is now northwestern Italy. He grew up
under French rule and speaking French. His goal was to expand Piedmont's

control over northern Italy under a constitutional monarchy. He had little

interest in ruling southern Italy and was skeptical of republicanism. Cavour
rose to the position of prime minister under the Piedmont monarch, Victor

Emmanuel II. Amonghis successes were that he improved bankingpractices,

reduced the powerof the Catholic Church, and increased access to education.
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Garibaldi was one of the mostinfluential
nationalists in the 19th century. Besides
his leadingrole in unitingItaly, he
fought for the independence of Brazil
and Uruguay and was considered as a
possible general for the Union in the

RIGHT LEG IN THE BOOT AT Last. American Civil War.
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Cavour advanced the interests of Piedmont through skilled, if often
dishonest, diplomacy. He carefully played Europe’s most powerful states,

particularly France and Austria, against each other. His style was known as

realpolitik, the practice of acting forpolitical powerrather than fora religious,

moral, or ideological goal. Througha series of wars, alliances, and betrayals,

Cavour’s Piedmont won control over most of northern Italy.

The Heroic Garibaldi The third great Italian leader was a charismatic

military figure, Giuseppe Garibaldi. He was known throughout the
Atlantic world because of his exploits on behalf of various South American

independence movements. Laterin his life, during the American Civil War, the

Union considered offering him a position as a general. He declined because the

Union refused to make the war explicitly about abolishingslavery.

In Italy, his success came in the southern states. His rebel army, known

as the Red Shirts, combined with his appeals to popular nationalism, unified
the region. He considered attacking Rome, where French armies protected the

pope.Instead, he chose to hand overNaples andall the lands in southern Italy

to King Victor EmmanuelII, whom Cavour had maderuler ofmost ofnorthern

Italy. As a result, one monarchcontrolled almost the entire peninsula.

Italian Unification Completed In 1861, Victor Emmanuel II declared

himselfking ofItaly. The new country began to form a constitutional monarchy

with parliament. Rome was added when NapoleonIII withdrew French forces
to fight in the Franco-Prussian War. In 1871, Rome becamethe capital of the

newly unified Italy, finalizing the unification process.
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Bismarck’s Realpolitik Unites Germany

Otto von Bismarck of Prussia was somewhat similar to Cavour. Both were

masters of realpolitik who used war and deceit to unify states under the
leadership of his own region. However, compared to Cavour, Bismarck was far

more conservative. He believed in authoritarian rule under a strong monarch.

By relying on diplomacy, industrialization, and political manipulation,

Bismarck created a German powerhousethat threatened the balance of power
in Europe. Bismarck’s goal was to create a united Germany without Austria

being a part ofit. This was knownas “kleindeutsch” (lesser Germany) versus

“grossdeutsch” (greater Germany). He was not eager to include Austria for

several reasons:

¢ Bismarck was a devout Protestant, and Austria was mostly Roman

Catholic.

¢ Austria was poorer than many ofthe northern Germanstates.

+ Bismarck believed an independent Austria could be a diplomatic ally

for his Germanstate.

Bismarck’s Successful Foreign Policy While the revolutions of 1848

had failed to create a united Germany, nationalism continued to grow in the

Germanstates. The Prussian monarchy led the movement. Bismarck emerged

as the conservativepolitician to negotiate unification,relying on industrialized

warfare to bring other Germanstates together under Prussian leadership. These

warsincludedthe three in the table below.

 

     
 

 

 

War Features à

War with * Bismarck provoked and wona short war with Denmark.

Denmark, * Prussia andits allies won control of three provinces.

1864 * Popular support for Bismarck’s coalition increased.

Seven Weeks - Bismarck provoked and won a short war with Austria.

War, - Prussia unified northern and central Germanstates.
1866 - A lenient peacetreaty encouraged Austria's neutrality in future

military engagements.

Franco- « Bismarck provoked and wona short but deadly war with France.

Prussian War, ° Prussia unified northern and southern Germanstates.

1870 + France had to pay a heavy indemnity andlost the provinces of   Alsace-Lorraine on the German-French border.
 

Bismarck’s Domestic Policy While Bismarck employed a successful

foreign policy, he also needed to maintain internal unity. From 1871 to 1890,

Bismarckserved as the chancellor of Germany. To create a modern industrial

state, he instituted a new legal code and a nationalconstitution. In the new
constitution, the king of Prussia became the emperor of the entire empire.
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Bismarck actively promoted economic innovation and growth. German

inventors created the internal combustion engine andtheelectric train. Berlin

installed a telephone network. Coal and iron production as wellas the size of
the railroad network increased sharply. In 1879, Bismarck concludedthat high-

tariff countries were more prosperous than low-tariff countries. So, he passed
the “iron and rye”tariff, which partially protected German manufacturers and

farmers from foreign competition. Under Bismarck,cities also flourished, and

the economy competed with other industrial European powers.

While Bismarcktried to create a conservative, centralized state, he met

opposition from Catholics and socialists in Germany.First, Bismarck feared
the power of the Catholics in the southern states, who represented 40 percent

of the population. He sought to diminish the powerof Catholicism by creating

a program called Ku/turkampf(culture struggle), passing laws that expelled

the Jesuits, ended Catholic education, and introduced civil marriage.

However, Bismarck soon backed off the conflict with Catholics. He was

increasingly concerned about socialist demands from the working class in
response to industrialization. To reduce the spread of socialism, he passed

laws that banned socialist newspapers and abolished trade unions. At the

same time, he tried to undercut the appeal of socialists by implementing

innovative programs suchas nationalized health care and old-age insurance.

These programs provided a modelthat other industrialized countries followed.
Nevertheless, the socialistmovement continued to gain support.

Bismarck’s Dismissal Earlier in his career, Bismarck had successfully
used three wars to unify GermansunderPrussian leadership. Afterunification,

Bismarck’s major goal in both domestic and foreign policy had been to

consolidate and strengthen the power of Germany. Domestically, at times, he
had sided with liberals and at other times with conservatives.

In foreign policy, Bismarck viewed France as Germany’s mostsignificant
rival. He thought France might want revenge after its defeat in the Franco-

Prussian War. To prevent this, Bismarck created a webofalliances with other

states in an effort to isolate France. For example, he negotiated agreements

with Russia and Austria. He supported their influence in eastern Europe. In
return, he hoped they wouldnot support a French war against Germany.

However, he wasultimately unable to overcomethepolitical and religious
divisions within the country. Further, he opposed later wars as destabilizing.

In 1890, Kaiser Wilhelm II (also known as emperorandas William) dismissed

Bismarck and adopted a moreaggressive foreign policy stance. The Kaiser was

determined that Germany wouldachievethestatus he believed it deserved. In

contrast, Bismarck promoted a restrained foreign policy designed to prevent
conflict that could weaken Germany.

Conflict and Reform in France

Like Germany and Britain, France had politically active working-class and

middle-class movements. In the early 19th century, Napoleon had sought

to create national unity in France by instituting public education, building
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infrastructure, and enacting a body of laws known as the Napoleonic Code(see

Chapter 8). After Napoleon’s exile in 1815, a series ofmonarchs and emperors

ruled France. Reforms introduced in 1830 limited the power ofthe throne and
created a constitutional monarchy. Laws expanded voting rights, allowing

more mento vote for representatives to the nation’s General Assembly. Overall,

conservative parties in France favored the monarchy andtried to limit citizen

participation in government, while socialist and liberal parties supported

workers’ rights and popular sovereignty.

The Revolution of 1848 In 1848, a series of liberal uprisings spread

throughout Europe. Their causesvaried, but all involved massprotests against
established governments. In France, when the government attempted to limit

political gatherings by working-class and middle-classpolitical groups, people

responded with riots. The governmentcollapsed. Replacing it was one known

as the Second Republic. The leader of the new government was NapoleonIII,

nephewofthe first Napoleon.
Knowing he had wide support, Napoleon III extended voting rights to

all adult men. He also pledged financial relief to help unemployed workers.

However, he was not committedto liberal government. Playing on middle-class
fears of working-class movements, he declared himself emperorin 1852. His

government became increasingly authoritarian. As workers felt more alienated

from the government, the radical socialist and anarchist parties grew stronger.

In 1860, losing popularity, NapoleonIII again shifted his policies, hoping to

regain support and increase Frenchnationalism. He gave the General Assembly

greater power, relaxedrestrictions on civil liberties, and opened Franceto free

trade andbetter relations with Britain.
The Revolution of 1870 In 1870, NapoleonILI believed war with Prussia

would rally the country behind him and that France would be victorious.

However, the warled to his downfall. Joining the battle himself, Napoleon III

was taken prisoner and then overthrownin a bloodless revolution in Paris.
In 1871, elections supported a republican monarchy that called itself

the Third Republic. However, a combined group of socialist and anarchist

workers, fearing that the new government would be more monarchist than
republican, barricadedstreets in Paris in an attempt to create their own separate

society, which they called the Paris Commune. They demanded reforms in

education, welfare, and rights for women. After bloody clashes with the police,

the Commune was defeated. But the determination of the Commune cannot

be underestimated; up to 10,000 insurrectionists gave their lives when the

governmenttroops crushedit.
Few of the reforms the Paris Communecalled for were enacted, but it

did serve as an inspiration for later worker revolts in Russia. Many of the

Commune’s leaders remained in French politics and were elected to the

National Assembly where they represented socialist parties.

Women’s Rights in France French women had been active in politics
since at least the French Revolution. For most French feminists, the campaign
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for women’s rights was part of the larger struggle for workers’ rights. One of
first womento call for female suffrage in France after Olympe de Gouges was
Flora Tristan, a writer of mixed Peruvian and Frenchheritage. As a young
woman, she was drawn toward Saint-Simon’s ideas of utopian socialism.
Tristan believed that the political emancipation of women was essential for
true social revolution. In 1843 she published an essay, “The Workers’ Union,”
in which shecalled fora national unionofall working-class men and women.

Tristan died in 1844, but her writings helped the French labor movement
grow. In 1848, nearly 8,000 workers commemorated her death by marching
to her grave. As they marched, they sang a song she had published in “The
Workers’ Union.” Despite the efforts of womenlike Tristan, women’s suffrage
was slow to come in France. French womendid not have full rights to vote
until the end of World War II in 1945.

The Transformation of Paris In the 1850s, France had enjoyed a period
ofrelative peace andstability. Emperor Napoleon III decided to celebrate his
reign by completely renovating the city of Paris, France’s largest city and
nationalcapital. Paris was an oldcity, plagued by slums,narrow streets, poor
water systems, and crumbling bridges. The Emperor wanted to see the city
become a more modern metropolis and hired Georges Haussmannto oversee
the project.

In the largest urban renewal project up to that time, Haussmann,a civil
servant, completely redesigned the Parisian infrastructure, creating wide
boulevards, public parks and plazas, a system forgas lighting, and new water
mainsto bring fresh water to the city. The new water supply and drainage
improved sanitary conditions for the working class and eliminated the city’s
foul odor. The wider boulevards allowed people and goods to move through
the city more easily. The boulevards also had a military purpose, replacing
many narrowstreets where anti-government rebels might build barricades and
allowing police and troops to moverapidly to any part ofthecity.

The main part of the construction work took nearly 20 years, and some
parts were not completed until the 1920s. The huge financial costs made
Haussmann very unpopular with somelegislators, but most historians agree
that his work was a success. Haussmann was an urban visionary who turned
Paris into one of the most attractive cities in Europe and made it a modelfor
urban planners throughoutthe world. Haussmann went on to redesign Vienna
and othercities as well.

Jews and Anti-Semitism in Europe
Throughout most of European history, Jews were subject to anti-Semitism,
or discrimination and persecution based on their religion, often forbidden
from owningproperty or practicing certain professions. Some municipalities,
such as the city of Venice, required Jewsto live in specified areas and forced
them to obey a curfew at night. The Enlightenment, with its emphasis on
individualliberties and rights, brought wide-scale changes to Europe’s Jewish
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population. During the French Revolution, the Revolutionary government

issued an edict granting Jews full citizenship. After Napoleon took over the

French government, he extended emancipation to Jewsin all the countries he

conquered. By the mid-19th century, Jews in most Western European countries

enjoyed equal rights and were fully integrated into the economy.

The Dreyfus Affair Integration and emancipation did not mean that

anti-Semitism had disappeared, though. Even if Jews did not face legal

discrimination, they still faced suspicion and hostility from the majority who

often regarded them as “outsiders.”In 1894, Alfred Dreyfus, a Jewish captain

in the French Army, wasaccused ofpassing sensitive military information to

Germany. He wastried and convicted of treason, although the government

hadlittle evidence against him. However, because he was Jewish, he made

a convenient scapegoat. Some people found blaming him easy because he

belonged to minority group.
For more than ten years the Dreyfus Affair split French society. Some

people defended Dreyfus and condemned anti-Semitism. Others blamed Jews

for social problemsand claimed that Dreyfus showed that Jews could notbe

trusted. Advocates for religious liberty prevailed, and Dreyfus was pardoned

in 1906. By that time, the issued raised by the Dreyfus Affair had spread

beyond Franceto other regions of Europe. Jews throughout Western Europe,

even in countries that seemed to acceptreligious diversity, found their loyalty

questioned. Vienna’s mayor openly appealed to anti-Semites and introduced

lawsrestricting Jewish immigration from Russia and Eastern Europe.

 

Le Petit Journal
 

 

While some French magazines
portrayed Dreyfusasa traitor,
most Frenchlater looked back
onthe treatment of Dreyfus
as a disgraceful example of

anti-Semitism. 

 

Credit: Getty Images
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Pogroms Pan-Slavism, the idea that Eastern and east-central Europe
should belong to people ofSlavic origin, forced many Jews from their homes.
In Russia, pogroms,or violentattacks against Jews, destroyedlives, businesses,
and property, causing thousands of Jews to immigrate to America.

Zionism Other Jews determined that they should have a. homeland of
their own, a concept known as Zionism. The most important early leader
of Zionism was Theodore Herzl. Born in Hungary in 1860, he grew up in
an assimilated German-Jewish family—one deeply absorbed into German
society. He admired German culture and believed that Jews should become
part of the larger European society. The Dreyfus Affair, however, opened his
eyes to the persistence of anti-Semitism in Europe. Herzllater claimedthathis
reaction to the Dreyfus Affair inspired his interest in Zionism. Somehistorians
dispute this claim, stating that Herzl had explored the idea of a Jewish state
even before the arrest of Dreyfus.

Herzl’s book, Der Judenstat (The Jewish State), published in 1895, was
oneof the first documents to declare that Jews should have a nation-state of
their own. Herzlfelt that without their own state, Jews would remain at the
mercyofothers. He wanted a place where Jews would be guaranteedthe right
to practice their ownreligion and form their own government. Atfirst, Herzl
did not stipulate where the Jewish state should be, even speculating that it
might be established in South Americaor Africa.

In the early 1900s, though, Herzl and his followers cameto believe that the
region knownasPalestine was the most likely place for a Jewish state. Most
Jews regarded the land around the city of Jerusalem asthe traditional Jewish
homeland.Jews hadlived there for centuries and manytraveledthereto see the
ancientcity. The British, who controlled Palestine, supported the creation of a
“national home”for Jews there. The Zionist movement continued, even after
Herzl’s death in 1904, and Jewish immigration to Palestine grew throughout
the 1920s and 1930s.In 1948,the Jewish state ofIsrael wasestablished.Israelis
considered Herzl one of their nation’s founders and celebrate his birthday as a
nationalholiday.

Revolutionary Options

The ideas of Karl Marx spread throughout Europe in the late 19th century.
While they challenged someof the basic ideas of capitalism, the theory of
anarchism challenged the idea of governmentitself.

WomenasSocialist Leaders

Clara Zetkin Marx and Engels believed that women and men should be
equal. This idea attracted a number of women who supported both gender
equality and labor reform. In Germany, Clara Zetkin became a leading
advocate of Marxism,the political term for Marx’s ideas. Born into a middle-
class family, she was impatient with the limited roles for women in bourgeois
society and felt more drawn toward the labor movement and workers’ rights.
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In 1878, she joined Germany’s Socialist Workers’ Party. A dedicated feminist,

she supported women’s suffrage and edited a socialist newspaper for women.

Shelaterjoined Germany’s CommunistParty. Zetkin was a strong advocate of

international workers’ movements, and she believed that all workers had the

same interests regardless of where they lived. She opposed nationalism, and

herresistanceto the rise ofGermany’s fascist Nazi party in the 1930s made her

a hero to many Europeansafter World WarII.

One of the most famous women in the socialist movement, Rosa

Luxemburg was born in Poland and became involved in socialist workers’

movements in her teens. Her political activity attracted the attention of the

authorities. To escape arrest, she fled to Switzerland, and later to Germany,

where she becamea citizen at the age of 28 and joined Germany’s communist

party. Luxemburg was a dramatic speaker who believed that workers had the

right to take up arms against a governmentthat oppressed them. In 1914, she

helpedorganizethe radicalsocialist group, the Spartacus League. The League

opposed Germany’s participation in World WarII and waspart of the failed

GermanRevolution of 1918-1919. Luxemburg was then executed in a wave

of anti-communist violence that swept through Germany.

Revolutions Against the Tsar

Russia began to industrialize only in the last decades of the 19th century.

In Russia, industrialization favored the aristocratic classes whostill owned

most of the land. Unlike Western Europe, Russia lacked a strong middle class

to stabilize society. In 1905, the loss to Japan in the Russo-Japanese Wat

demonstrated how far behind Russia remainedin their efforts to industrialize.

A peaceful march by demonstrators in St. Petersburg was met with gunfire

by the tsar’s troops. More than 1,000 people were killed or wounded, in what

many considerthefirst phase of the Russian Revolution. In 1917, suffering the

disastrous effects of World WarI, Russia underwent a more violent revolution

that replaced the Tsar with a Communist government. Within a few years,

Russia became the Soviet Union, also known as the USSR.

Socialism arose as a response to capitalism. Early utopian socialists

believed that cooperation was superior to competition. Many believed that

the government should intentionally distribute goods among social classes

and that communities should have control over the businesses that generate

wealth. Marxist-socialists believed the existing order must be overthrown and

replaced by a system of pure communism (whereall property would be owned

collectively and goods distributed according to need). Although communism

promised greater equality and freedom to the working classes in Russia,

the new government wasactually a dictatorship and most people remained

powerless. The Soviet Union officially dissolved in 1991. Since that date

Russia has continuedto struggle with issues of democracyversus dictatorship.

Anarchism and Syndicalism

Anarchism is the theory that all forms of government should be abolished.

Anarchists believe that society should be based on the voluntary cooperation
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of all members. The word anarchy comes from ancient Greek and means

“without a chief or ruler.” The modern philosophy of anarchism evolved
in the 19th century in response to industrialization. Like utopian socialists,

anarchists believed that people could live without national governments or

states to oversee them. However, unlike utopians, anarchists did not advocate

withdrawal from society. Many thoughtthat capitalism could be overthrown

only by force and became swept up in violent underground movements.

Mikhail Bakunin Born into a noble family in Russia, Mikhail Bakunin

was drawnto socialism and communism through his study ofphilosophy. As a

young manhe traveled to France where he met manysocialist leaders including
Marx. Bakunin supported the violent overthrow ofestablished governments

and the destruction of property owned by capitalists. His political activities

landed him in prison many times. In 1849, Swiss authorities arrested him and

sent him to Russia where was imprisonedandlater exiled to Siberia. He was

allowed to leave Siberia in 1861 and movedtoItaly. While there, he developed
whathecalled his “anarchist creed.”

Bakunin had becomedisillusioned with socialism and communism. He

believed that once capitalist governments were overthrown,socialist leaders

would simply take over the power of government for themselves. A socialist

government, he declared, was no better than any other form of government.

Bakunin wanted to see all forms of government and centralized authority
abolished. He wantedall property controlled by groups of workers who ran

their own communities. This idea became knownas collective anarchism.

Bakunin also believed that revolution could be accomplished not by
mass movements but by small, tightly knit groups that operated secretly or

“underground.” Bakunin’s ideas were mostly rejected by the larger socialist
movement, but his concept of anarchism did remain influential in Spain and

Italy, where anarchist groups flourished in the 1930s.

Georges Sorel and Syndicalism Born in France in 1847, Georges Sorel
developedideasthat influenced anarchism as well as other social revolutionary

movements. He believed that once capitalism was overthrown, all property
should be transferred to labor unions. The unions wouldthen organize workers

into small, self-supporting groups. This idea became knownas syndicalism.

Sorel originally had trained as an engineer but abandonedhisprofession to
study philosophy and economics. His studies led him to the topic ofmyths and

their role in society. Sorel cameto believe that all movements neededto create
their own myths in order to inspire their followers. He likened these myths to

religion and believed that the working class needed a mythologyofits own that

would encourage violent revolution. Violence, Sorel wrote, could be a creative

as well as a destructive force. He believed that violent revolution could erase the
old forms and create space for new societies to grow.

Sorel died in 1922. Though he had supported Alfred Dreyfus andrejected

anti-Semitism, anti-Semitic and other racist and fascist movements later

adapted someofhis ideas about myths. Sorel also was highly critical of other

socialists, whom he believed exploited the Dreyfustrial for their own ends.
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A New Diplomatic Order

The balance of power in Europe shifted under the force of nationalism.

Germany and Italy emerged as new powers, as Austria, Russia, and Turkey

tried to crush nationalist uprisings. Bismarck had served as theinitial architect

ofa complex system ofalliances that attempted to maintain the status quo. Over
time, conflicts in the Balkans and antagonistic alliances increased tensions in

Europe, paving the way for the massiveconflict now known as World WarI.

Alliances Increase Tension

The European powers desired to maintain the balance of power in Europe.
As nationalism and unification challenged the status quo, governments began

makingalliances to demonstrate their military might and assuretheir protection.

Bismarck’s Alliance System To ensure the success of a unified Germany,

Bismarck had engineered a series ofalliances that created a new diplomatic

order in Europe. He also wanted to isolate Germany’s longtimerival France

so that Germany would not getpulled into a multinational war. To accomplish

these goals, Bismarck negotiated the following treaties.

 

  

   

 

    

aes Be Bau we

Alliances Date _| Purpose _ y

Three Emperors' League 1873-1887 Spheresofinfluence for Austria-

. Hungary and Russia were

a renea añ determined to avoid conflict in
«Russia gary the Balkans. Also preempted

analliance of Austria-Hungary,

Russia, and France, which could

L o threaten Germany.

ReinsuranceTreaty 1887 Secret treaty after the collapse of

German the above promising that Germany

+ Russia A and Russia would remain neutral
if the other got into a war with

another major party. Exceptions

were if Germany attacked France

or Russia attacked Austria.

Dual Alliance 1879-1918 Germanyand Austria-Hungary

. promised to support each otherif

5 quatredant attacked by Russia.

Triple Alliance 1882-1915 Allies promised mutual support

> German if attacked. Italy would remain
. astraie af neutral in a war between Germany
+ Italy gary and Austria-Hungary.   
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1878 Congress of Berlin Bismarck organized the major powers ofEurope

in the Congressof Berlin of 1878 to solve the growingtensionsin the Balkan

states resulting from the Russo-Turkish War. Bismarck wantedto stabilize the

Balkansin order to appease Great Britain, Austria-Hungary, and the Ottoman
Empire, while trying to diminish Russian gains.

As aresult ofthe 1878 Congress, Romania, Serbia, and Montenegro gained
independence, and Austria-Hungary took over Bosnia and Herzegovina.

Russia believed the Congress failed to sufficiently help the Slavic people,

causing tension between Austria-Hungary and Russia. Bismarck desired to

create stability and maintain the balance of power, but the Congress created
more antagonism in the region.

Alliances Create Antagonism Following Bismarck’s 1890 dismissal to

attain the kaiser’s goal of a more aggressive military policy, Germany allowed

its Reinsurance Treaty with Russia to lapse. Meanwhile, Austria-Hungary and
Germany drew closer. Russia soon signed a defensive alliance with France

(1894). Great Britain and France signed a series of agreements known as the

Entente Cordiale, and in 1907 Britain and Russia signed an Anglo-Russian

Convention, ending their rivalry in Central Asia. The system of alliances

became an increasing source of tension, as Europe divided into two main
factions—the Triple Alliance and the Triple Entente. Bismarck had created

the alliance system to maintain the status quo and peace. However,by the early

20th century, the alliances created antagonism across Europe.

Individually, states could justify making these alliances. Germanyfeared a

British naval blockade in the event ofa war, while the British and French feared
a growing German military. Together, the results of the alliances increased the
dangerfor all of Europe.

Nationalist Conflicts in the Balkans

Bismarck recognized the growinginstability in the Balkans and hopedto create

stability through an international conference. Unfortunately, at the turn of the

20th century, tensionsin the Balkansescalated as the Great Powers supported
regional groups, and nationalism threatenedthestability of the Balkans.

Ethnic Tensions The Balkans, in southeastern Europe, had always
been a multi-ethnic region. For centuries, the Ottoman Empire and Austria-

Hungary had consolidated theterritories in the region. As nationalism sparked

unification movements in Europe,it also ignited independence movementsin

the Balkans, For example, the Slavic people throughout the region were unified

underthe policy of Pan-Slavism,a beliefthat all Slavic people should be free
and united. Russia supported Pan-Slavism, motivated in part by a desire to
gain warm-waterports in the eastern Mediterranean.
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Annexation ofBosnia-Herzegovina Austria-Hungary feared the growing

power of nationalistic movements in the region. In 1908, Austria-Hungary

annexed Bosnia-Herzegovina. Reluctantly, both Serbia and Russia recognized

the acquisition, as they both lacked the military strength to win a war. This

event empowered Austria-Hungary to take an aggressive stance in the Balkans.
Serbia recognized its own weakness onthe international stage, leading to the

rise of radical nationalist groups. Organizations such as the terrorist group

Black Hand called for war against Austria-Hungary in order to win Serbian

independence.

The Balkan Wars In 1912 and 1913, the Balkan Wars erupted twice,

as the Ottoman Empire crumbled. Independentstates such as Serbia, Greece,

and Bulgaria fought alongside Russia to ensure independence for Ottoman
territories in Europe. A month after the end ofthe First Balkan War, the Second

Balkan War began among the former allies because of tensions over the

borders created by the peace settlement. Bulgaria was defeated by an alliance

of Balkan states, thus losing territory and leading to escalating nationalist

tensions in the region.

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES: WHAT CAUSED NATIONALISM?

For most of humanhistory, people felt their primary loyalty was to the local

city or small region wheretheylived,or to a particular monarch whoruled over

them. In the past two centuries, this changed. People began to identify more

with their nation,all the people who sharedtheirbasic culture. The nation was

larger than a city or region and more general than just one leader. Historians

have disagreed on whythis change occurred.

The Importance of CultureAs liberalism and democracy spread in Europe

during the 19th century, French writer Jules Michelet beganto write history

that focused more on commonpeople than on greatleaders, He saw the rise of

nationalism as an expression of the demands of masses of people who shared

elements of a culture, such as language, religion, ethnicity, and traditions

that had existed far back into history. In his view, common people pushed

their leaders to either break up or unite states so that cultural and political

boundaries matched.

The Importance of Forgetting Another Frenchscholar of the 19th century,

Ernest Renan, saw nationalism quite differently. To him, it depended not

only on shared history, but also on forgetting events that had divided people.

For example, before the French Revolution, the kingdom was a coalition

of various regions and languages. Only after the event did people identify

with the French people as a whole and begin to speak the same language. To

achievethis, they had to leave behind thereligious and regional conflicts that

had long divided them.
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The Importance ofElites In the 1960s, historians began to focus more on how

commonpeople lived and whatthey felt. They found that the common people—

the poor and poorly educated—were notthe first advocates of nationalism.

Rather, the wealthy and well-educated elites were. They developed an idea

of cultural unity and then worked to get others to acceptit. Political scientist

and historian Benedict Anderson, in Imagined Communities (1983), argued

that nations were not natural but created. As they were, they took the place

of religion in unifying people. He explained that “the symbolism and fervor

of religion was replaced with the nation, and people were willing to make the

ultimate sacrifice for their nation.” These nation-states had become the key

organizing principle of globalpolitics and so ingrained in the understanding of

the world that it became nearly impossible to imagine a world without them.

KEY TERMS AND NAMES
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MULTIPLE-CHOICE QUESTIONS

Questions 1-3 refer to the following passage.

“Tt is impossible to determine a concrete, universal, and obligatory norm for

the internal developmentandpolitical organization of every nation. Thelife of

each nation is subordinated to a plethora [large number] ofdifferent historical,

geographical, and economic conditions, making it impossible to establish a

modeloforganization equally valid forall.

Any such attempt would be absolutely impractical, It would smotherthe richness

and spontaneity of life which flourishes only in infinite diversity and, what is

more,contradict the most fundamental principles of freedom. However, without

certain absolutely essential conditions the practical realization of freedom will

be forever impossible. These conditions are. . .

* Abolition of classes, ranks, and privileges; absolute equality of political rights for

all men and women;universal suffrage.

+» Abolition, dissolution, and moral, political, and economic dismantling ofthe all-

pervasive, regimented, centralized State, the alter ego of the Church, and as such,

the permanent cause ofthe impoverishment, brutalization, and enslavementofthe

multitude.”

Mikhail Bakunin,“Political Organization,” State and Anarchy,

1873

1. Whichofthe following set of ideas had the most influence on Bakunin?

a) Conservatism

b) Communism

c) Nationalism

d) Romanticism

2. Which of the following ideas would have been influenced by Bakunin’s

ideas of collective anarchism seen in the above excerpt?

a) Syndicalism

b) Capitalism

c) Communism

d) Socialism

3. Which individual would have agreed most with the ideas in this passage?

a) Georges Sorel

b) Peter Stolypin

ec) Clara Zetkin

d) Flora Tristan
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Questions 4 and5 refer to the following political cartoon.

 

Thefigure in the toboggan

represents Russian Tsar
NicholasI, who reigned from
1825 to 1855,

Credit: John Leech, “Montagne
Russe A Very Dangerous Game,”
wood engraving, Punch 27
(1854): 127 

 

 
4. Whatis the broader context of the “dangerous game”that the cartoonist

thought the Russian tsar was playing in 1854?

a) The tsar was among Europe’s Christian leaders who were under

attack from other Christians over theologicalissues.

b) The tsar was oneof several Europe’s imperialist leaders who were

involved in wars in overseascolonies,

c) Thetsar wasallied with other conservative rulers in Europe who

were opposedto liberalpolitical reforms.

d) The tsar was part of a group of European reformers who were risking

rebellions because they wanted to change government very quickly.

5. Why would a political cartoon like this one have been more effective in

Britain during the mid-19th century than in earlier times?

a) British nationalism was in decline in the 19th century.

b) Britain had begun compulsory public education in the 19th century.

©) The British public was more aware of world events because ofthe

use ofthe telegraph and battle scene photography.

d) The British public strongly supported the government's diplomatic

and military efforts in the Middle East.
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Questions 6-8 refer to the following passage.

“Italy’s misfortunes are of long standing... But it is certainly true that they

mustbeattributed primarily to the political influence exercised among us for

centuries by foreigners. The principal obstacles to our freeing ourselves from

this distressing influence are the internaldivisions,the rivalries, even hostility

amongthe membersofthe greatItalian family. Next comesthedistrust between

the national princes and the most energetic segment of the population. This

segmenthasa desire for progress, which is often too great, a lively national

spirit, and a strong patriotism—all of which makesit, if not the principal

instrument, the indispensable auxiliary ofall efforts for emancipation...

All history proves that no people can attain a high degree ofintelligence and

morality unlessits spirit of nationalismis strongly developed...

The intellectual life of the masses moves within a highly restricted circle of

ideas. Of those which they can acquire, the most noble andelevating other than

religious ones are the concepts of patriotism and nationality. If the political

circumstances of a country prevent these concepts from being manifest or

give them false direction, the masses are plunged into a state of deplorable

inferiority. But that is not all; if a people cannot be proud of a nationality a

feeling of personal dignity exists only incidentally among a few privileged

individuals. The majority, occupying the humblest social positions, need a

feeling of national greatness to acquire a consciousnessoftheir own dignity.”

Count Camillo di Cavour, “OnRailroadsin Italy,” 1846

6. The movement Cavour was mostsupporting in this passage was

a) conservatism

b) autocracy

c) liberalism

d) nationalism

7. Who probably disagreed most with the views expressed in the passage?

a) Garibaldi

b) Bismarck

c) Metternich

d) Mazzini

8. Which ofthe following states had the most influence in the Italian

regions that Cavour wanted to unite?

a) Russia

b) Austria

c) Prussia

d) Ottoman Empire
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SHORT-ANSWER QUESTIONS

1. Use the passage below to answer all parts of the question that follows.

“The Germans of the Age of Nationalism had noliberal statesman, . . . not

even a Cavour.. . . to direct their national energies into democratic channels.

Instead, they had Bismarck. What the revolution of 1848 failed to do, his

revolution of 1866 accomplished.It laid the foundationsof a unified German

nation-state. .. . Solitary voices crying in the wilderness ofnational self-

satisfaction warned Bismarck’s admirersin vain against overestimating power

and underestimatingliberty. For 1866 failed even more disastrously than 1848

in securing liberty and infusing nationalism with the spirit of democracy.

Hans Kohn, The Mind ofGermany, 1960

a) Explain ONEpiece of evidence that supports Kohn’s view of the

relationship between events in 1848 and 1866 in Germany.

b) Explain ANOTHERpiece of evidence that supports Kohn’s view of

the relationship betweenevents in 1848 and 1866 in Germany.

c) Explain ONEpiece of evidence that opposes Kohn’s view ofthe

relationship between events in 1848 and 1866 in Germany.

2. Answerall parts of the question thatfollows.

a) Describe ONEcause ofthe Crimean War.

b) Explain ONEshort-term effect of the Crimean War on the Russian
Empire.

ce) Explain ONE long-term effect of the Crimean War on the balance of
powerin Europe.

LONG ESSAY QUESTIONS

1. Evaluate two of the following leaders’ approaches toward nationalism

in the 19th century: Metternich, Bismarck, Napoleon III, Cavour,

Mazzini, Francis Joseph, Garibaldi.

2. Evaluate the extent to which nationalism underminedthe balance of

powerin Europe during the 19th century.
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REFLECT ON THE CHAPTER ESSENTIAL QUESTION

1. In oneto three paragraphs, explain how Europeanstates struggled to

maintain international stability in an age of nationalism and revolution.

WRITE AS A HISTORIAN: EVALUATE RELATIVE SIGNIFICANCE

A first step in writing a history essay—orwriting in general—is deciding what

is important enoughto include. Notall information is equally important. For

instance, which had greaterrelative significance: Napoleon’s decision to invade

Spain or his decision to invade Russia? In part, the answer dependsoncontext.

Ahistorian writing about Spain and a historian writing about Russia might make

different decisions. A historian writing a biography might decide the invasion

of Russia was more important because it destroyed much of Napoleon’s army.

Three criteria you can use to evaluate relative historical significance are to

understand:

+ how crucial the issue was when it occurred

* howlasting its consequences were

> how representative the issue was in symbolizing larger trends

Consider also whether the issue or event had global, national, or local

significance.

When you are writing, issues of lasting global significance often form the

main ideas, or topic sentences of paragraphs. The supporting details will be

the less significant national and localevents that led up to the history-changing

moments.

Rankeachofthefollowing events using thefollowing scale ofsignificance:

» 1: little global impact; mostly local significance

» 2: mostly national significance

» 3: large international or globalsignificance

1. Napoleon III advocated French nationalism.

2. The king of Sardinia led a revolution in Sicily in 1848.

3. Revolutionaries fomented events such as the War of Greek

Independence.

4, The revolutions of 1848 led to the breakdownofthe Concert of Europe.
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5. The decline of the Ottoman Empire prompted the Crimean War.

6. Russia undertook internal reforms to achieve modern industrialization.

7. Tsar AlexanderII ordered the emancipation of Russian serfs.

8. German Kaiser WilhelmII dismissed Chancellor Bismarck.

9. The Great Powers militarized and formed complexalliances.

10. An assassin murdered Archduke Franz Ferdinand in Sarajevo.
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Otto von Bismarck was a favorite of cartoonists. His bushy

eyebrows, large mustache, and spiked helmet (shown on the side)
made him very recognizable. Here, a French artist portrayed him

as a cal, a commentary on Bismarck’sability to plan carefully
before leapinginto action.

Credit: Getty Images
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Global Control and
European Tensions

“Gentlemen, we must speak more loudly and more honestly! We must say

openly that indeed the higher races have a right over the lower races... . |

repeat, that the superior races have a right because they have a duty. They

have the duty to civilize the inferior races...”

—French Premier Jules Ferry, “On French Colonial Expansion,” Speech to French
Chamberof Deputies, 1884

Essential Question: What caused the intensification of Europeanefforts at

globalcontrol and the resulting tensions among the
Great Powers?

A: the beginning of the Age of Imperialism, the expansion by European

powers into Asia and Africa increased global tensions. During the Berlin

Conference of 1884-1885, the European powers established guidelines for

the “carving up” of Africa for colonization. Germany’s Otto von Bismarck

had called the conference to maintain peace and stability among the European

powers. Bismarck’srole as a brokerforstability eventuallyled to his dismissal

in 1890 by Kaiser Wilhelm II. The Kaiser sought a more aggressive foreign

policy than Bismarck desired.
InAsia, European nations and businessesalso sought accessto raw materials

and new markets. By the turn of the 20th century, colonial exploitation, global

markets, and resistance movements created increased tensions throughoutthe

world, as European countries established new colonial empires.

Motives of Imperialism in Africa and Asia

The Industrial Revolution had a dramatic impact on Europe’s economy.

Industrialized powers desired access to raw materials such asoil, diamonds,

rubber, and manganeseto fuel their factories. They also desired new markets

in which to sell their mass-produced goods. In the 19th century, imperialist

European states competed with each other to control Africa and Asia in order

to obtain raw materials and sell finished products. Europeans justified the

subjugation of people around the world by portraying them as racially and

culturally inferior.
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